Holistic protection
against cyber attacks
in production plants

IRMA –
Industry Risk Management Automation
§ Continual monitoring
§ Effective analysis and alerting
§ Simple and quick to use

New dangers require new solutions

The challenge

Your requirement

The networking and general communication of IT

You want to know about the current security status

systems finds its way into the productions with great

of your IT network at all times? The relevant IT risks

speed. The basis for this is the Ethernet. Strictly sepa-

should be well-known and evaluated? Also in the

rated networks for data exchange in the production

case of a security incident i.e. by a cyber-attack the

plants are no longer available. This networking of

ability to act must be preserved?

production plants and its control units with the

It is only with continual monitoring of communi-

office IT or via the internet, offers companies not

cation in the production plant IT that new cyber-

only advantages due to continual optimisation and

attacks and manipulations can be discovered.

flexibility of manufacturing – it also poses major

In order to react immediately and to avoid damages,

risks.

it is necessary to have an intelligent real time

Established security elements such as anti-virus

analysis with informative alarm notifications

protection, Intrusion Detection or Prevention

which are allocated according to priority.

Systems recognise well-known traditional malicious

With IRMA, we have developed an IT security

software such as Malware or Trojans. In light of

solution at the most up-to-date level to overcome

the latest approaches and technologies of today´s

these challenges.

cyber-attacks, this is no longer sufficient.
Therefore, the efficient attack detection and thus the
protection of production plants against cyber-attacks,
internal manipulations or faulty configurations,
represents a challenge which is growing in priority.
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Security 4.0
The solution: IRMA
With IRMA you can rely on an efficient industry
computer system with which cyber-attacks can be
quickly identified and warded off.
Without being active in the IT network, IRMA continually monitors your product plans, delivers information about cyber-attacks and enables the risk-based analysis as well as intelligent alerting by means
of a clear Management consoles. In this way, risks
can be evaluated early and actions can be initiated
without hesitation in order to stop an attack or to
defuse its consequences effectively.
IRMA was developed as a state-of-the-art innovative
IT solution and it thus ensures your ability to act in
the event of a cyber-attack.

With IRMA you can
§

complete overview and security of your
IT systems, networks and data connections

§

integrated alarm management
for cyber security incidents

§

Your advantages
§

Optimal IT security at the most up-to-date level.

§

Immediate recognition of anomalies
in the IT network

§

Passive surveillance automation

§

Protection of non-patchable systems,
i.e. Windows NT/2000/XP, old SPS,
OPC Classic

§

Protection of certified production plants
and processes without recertification
(i.e. pharmaceutical, chemistry, food)

§

Immediate operational readiness through
simple Installation and cross-vendor concept

continual surveillance, attack recognition
and reporting in real time

§

Methodical tool for
a target-orientated risk analysis

Modules + functions
IRMA continually monitors your product plants, delivers information about cyberattacks and enables the analysis as well as intelligent alerting by means of a clear
management console.

Continual surveillance

Intelligent alerting

IRMA collects and analyses all systems and

Alarm notifications are prioritised, displayed

connections without being active in the network

and allocated in the IRMA and they can also be

of the production plant.

transferred online in an alarm management.

Immediately after the validation or assessment in
the integrated risk management, IRMA continually
monitors your IT infrastructure and displays
manipulations or cyber-attacks in real time.
Decisions about relevant actions that stop the

The alarm management has a key function at the
man-machine interface in operation. Alerting is
only helpful if the frequency and the quality of
information is suitable in supporting those persons
responsible for its operation.

attack or defuse the effect can thus be made

With IRMA, the prioritisation of alarm notifications

without any delay.

can optionally take place on an automatic basis
or in an efficient manner via the integrated risk
management. The frequency of alarms are limited to
a manageable level and the significance of the alarm
is very high.

Internet

Cyber-attacks are immediately recognised due to
the information provided. Therefore, it immediately
facilitates counter measures to stop an attack or to

Firewall

effectively defuse its consequences effectively.
Office | IT

Effektive analysis
Necessary and target-orientated adaptations of the
SCADA

security architecture within the scope of the security
management process, can be efficiently carried out
based on this knowledge.

Router
Switch

Optionally, IRMA can recognise attack scenarios,
independently identify anomalies of use and
PLC | SPS

efficiently control the alerting by means of
prioritisation in the risk management.

Integration of IRMA into the network

Clear reporting
Comfortable reporting and export functions
guarantees IRMA a comprehensive overview at all
times. By means of the direct connection with
your alarm management, an efficient emergency
response and the maintenance of your IT
infrastructures is secured.

Modules in the basic system

Optional modules

§ Monitoring existing and new production plants

§ Identification of anomalies with systems

and their systems by target-actual comparisons
of the identified systems and data connections.
§ Monitoring of systems in particular for which
there is currently no protection option or as a
result of the high operational running times.
§ Alerting

and data connections
§ Profiles for systems of automisation
for known manufacturers
§ Recognition of cyber attacks
§ Structuring of IT components
in the production process

§ Assessment of all identified information
in the risk management process in relation to
possible operational risks, i.e. production
quality, data protection
§ Data analysis to create an adapted
security architecture and security technology
in the production
§ Creation of reports for audits

IRMA Dashboard

Display of a network plan

Integration + interfaces
Simple installation
IRMA is the first monitoring system that can
be smoothly implemented into the production
process in a few steps, IRMA is ready to monitor
your production network without timely and costly
implementation processes and configurations.

Immediate uses
For the connection to the network of the
production plant, the delivery takes place in the
passive mode. The system begins immediately

Intelligent monitoring

with the identification, it gets to know your

IRMA enables you to use all information seamlessly

production network and it displays it clearly. Even

in the risk management. It learns the continual

with segmented networks, holistic monitoring is

monitoring and controls the alerting adapted to the

guaranteed here by the use of IRMA tap clients.

protection classes in your risk management process.

For that reason, the monitoring and protection

IRMA delivers all necessary data to you in order

functions of IRMA are immediately available to

to ward of attacks and to promptly eliminate

you and you will instantly receive information

manipulations.

about manipulated systems and data connections

Cross-vendor integration

as well as about cyber attacks.

No matter what manufacturer is appointed in
your production plant: IRMA works on
technological standards and is thus independent
of the manufacturer.
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Protection from new dangers
New challenges
Existing IT security precautions in the production
Data

plant are predominantly implemented according

Critical
nfrastructure

to the principle of the perimeter security with
firewalls and VPN´s. This means that, as with a
fence or a divide, individual areas are separated
from one another and which only permit authorised
communication connections among one another.
Effect of security elements incoming/ outgoing

Today, security elements are, however, insufficient.
Many methods of attack bypass the supposed security
in the meantime from Firewalls and VPNs targeted,
i.e. by „drive by“. As a result, the malicious code is
transported with it in approved connections and can
pass through the supposed secure limit without any
problems.

Mobile sources of danger
In this way, laptops as well as Smartphones and
Tablets of employees and service technicians that are
used outside the company, are often infected quickly

Security with IRMA
With IRMA, new systems and connections to mobile
terminal devices can be identified and analysed
immediately. For Firewalls and VPNs in the classical
perimeter security, this kind of recognition is also
impossible for mobile devices. IRMA, on the other
hand, enables a prompt assessment about whether
connections are authorised or – i.e. as a result of a
cyber-attack – are unauthorised.

and without being noticed when using the internet.

Monitoring in real time

For example take the service technician who checks

Monitoring and reporting in real time are

his emails on the preceding evening using the hotel

prerequisites for the recognition of cyber-attacks

WLAN and he surfs the internet, then the next day,

which have already reached your production plant.

he brings the now infected device i.e. the laptop, a

The tools and data connections that are used by your

USB stick or a preconfigured device into the protected

attackers must be continually observed, monitored

area and connects it to the data exchange with the

and analysed in order to stop it spreading and also to

production plant

therefore halt the cyber-attack itself.

Attacks from within

Reliable protection

By means of such infected mobile terminal devices,

This continual monitoring of all systems and data

the tools of the attackers can then reach the IT

connections in your production plant is guaranteed

infrastructure of you plant system without being

with IRMA. Cyber-attacks or disruptions are

noticed by Firewalls or within the VPNs and they can

immediately visible and can be analysed in-depth.

spread there unobserved.

FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW

With IRMA you can

Your advantages

§ complete overview and security of your

§ Optimal IT security at the most up-to-date level.

IT systems, networks and data connections
§ integrated alarm management

for cyber security incidents
§ continual surveillance, attack recognition

and reporting in real time
§ Methodical tool for

a target-orientated risk analysis

§ Immediate recognition of anomalies in the
IT network
§ Passive surveillance automation
§ Protection of non-patchable systems, i.e.
Windows NT/2000/XP, old SPS, OPC Classic
§ Protection of certified production plants
and processes without recertification
(i.e. pharmaceutical, chemistry, food)
§ Immediate operational readiness through simple
installation and cross-vendor concept.

Various hardware variants

design: www.blaukontor.de

You can find further information about
IRMA on our website www.mcpmww.com
www.videc.de.
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